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Dear Listener:

We are thrilled to bring you this unabridged audio version of *Taking Power Struggle Out of Parenting*. Based on the system of Powerful Non-Defensive Communication, these CDs offer tools that can eliminate much of the defensive and power struggle in our families.

*We would like to share some tips you can use to get the greatest benefit from these CDs.*

In order to give you the bigger picture of how these principles & skills work together, we strongly recommend that you listen to the CDs all the way through, at least once—even if you have to do so a little at a time!

You can also use this booklet frequently as a resource to guide you as you strengthen your skills.

- The tracks are numerous and detailed so that you can quickly access specific information
- The topics include both situations, such as "Callie and Sarah: Getting Ready for Kindergarten" and specific issues, such as "Appreciation."
- You can follow any issue, such as "Whining," "Hitting," "Homework" or "Complaining" through various tracks to learn different ways to respond.

We hope you gain insight, skill, and wisdom that will enhance your joy as a parent.

With Care, *Sharon & Ami*

Sharon Strand Ellison | Ami Atkinson Combs
The Authority Continuum

1 Introduction
   The Authority Continuum: Tracks 2-5

2 Authoritarianism
   Billy, Do Your Homework, Now!

3 Permissiveness
   Callie & Sarah: Getting Ready for Kindergarten
   Kyle & Zoe: Zoe Refuses to Sit in the Breakfast Café

4 Coaxing-Authoritarian™
   Callie, Bill & Sarah: Getting Ready for Kindergarten
   Jesse: Reflections on Coaxing & Anger

5 Bullying-Permissive™
   Seijun & Paul: Clearing the Table

6 Powerful Non-Defensive Communication™
   A New Use of Authority—Firm & Flexible
   Firm: Clear Boundaries are Essential to Absorbing Love
   Flexible: Eric & Brother: Resisting Homework Before Trip to Circus

7 Predicting Consequences: The Magic of the “If-Then”
   Will & Sam: Watching TV & Fighting
   Ami & Will: Getting Dressed
   Will & Sam: Slamming Cupboard Doors
   Melissa & Brother: Preventing Older Sibling from Hitting

8 Predictions Forecast Choices & Consequences on Two Sides
   Rude Daughter
   Demanding Child: Wants to Have Parent Read
   Problems with Stating Only One Side of a Prediction
   Prediction about Getting Dressed Before Watching TV
   Practicing the “If-Then” Phrase
   Sam & Will: Shoving on the Stairs
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The Authority Continuum

9 Limit-Setting Predictions

What is a Limit-Setting Prediction?
Callie & Sarah: Getting Ready for Kindergarten
Phrasing the Limit-Setting Prediction
One: Put Restrictive Part First
   Eating Vegetables
Two: “I” Versus “You”
   Ami: Sneaking into Watch TV Before Picking Up Her Room
Three: Owning My Own Part in the Prediction
   Two-Year-Old Tantrum, Hitting, Wanting Cookie
Four: “I” versus Third Person
Five: The “Royal We” Instead of “Me”
   Picking Up Toys & Whining
   Practicing Out Loud: “If You, Then I”
   Practicing Out Loud: “If You Don’t Do X, Then I Won’t Do Y”
   “If you Do X, Then I will Do Y”

10 Challenge-Choice™ Predictions

What Is a Challenge-Choice™ Prediction?
Will & Sam: Watching TV & Fighting
Seijun & Paul: Clearing the Table
Phrasing the Challenge-Choice™ Prediction
   Less Absolute, More Focus On You Than Me
   If You Do X, Then (I think) You Might Have Y Experience
   Generalizing Away From Specific Issue to Broader Issues
Seijun & Paul: Clearing the Table Versus Doing Tasks Promptly
Summary for Limit-Setting & Challenge-Choice™
11 Three Types of Consequence
   Punishment
      The Impact Punishment Has On Children
      Eric & Brother: Resisting Homework Before Trip to Circus
   Positive Reinforcement
      The Impact Positive Reinforcement Has on Children
   Temporary Restriction™
      The Impact Temporary Restriction™ Has On Children
      Seijun & Paul: Clearing the Table
      Ami & Will: Getting Dressed
      Callie & Sarah: Going to Kindergarten
      Tighe & Frankie: Wanting a Different Bike Seat
      Kyle & Zoë: Zoe Refuses to Sit in the Breakfast Café
      Single Parent & Restaurant Scenario

12 The Impact of Attitude
   Power Struggle is Hard Wired
      Joseph LeDoux: Research on Limbic Brain & Emotional Alarm
13 Attitudes that Cause Us to Create Power-Struggle When Setting Limits
   Needing to Control Children's Choices: TV & Getting Dressed
      Jane & Linda: Hitting brother, Stays In Her Room Several Hours
14 A Non-Defensive Attitude for Making Predictions
15 Stories about the Cofán People
   Sting Weed
      It's A New Stage of Life, Babe, Get Used To It!
Firm, Nurturing Limit-Setting

Preparation for Making Effective Predictions, Tracks 1-5

1 Laying the Groundwork for Predictions
   Respect & Reciprocity
   Evaluating Your Own Children
   Listing Specific Areas Where Change is Needed

2 Attitude & Behavior
   Seijun & Paul: Clearing the Table

3 Picking the Specific Issue You Want to Work On

4 Naming the Core Issue
   Tighe & Frankie: Bike & Movie, Appreciation
   Ami & Will: Lunch Money & Appreciation
   Seijun & Paul: Procrastination
   Unappreciated Gifts
   Core Issues & Values List
   Paul, Frankie, Sarah, Zoë

5 Evaluating Your Own Reactions
   Specific Behavior/Attitude Versus Core Issue
   What You Believe, Think, Feel, & Do About It

Selecting the Specific Consequence: Tracks 6-16

6 Making the Consequence as Small as Possible
   Daniel & Cassandra: Taking Away her Time for Drawing
   Mercedes & Marta: Ignoring Daughter’s Constant “What?”

7 Making the Consequence Related to Behavior/Attitude
   Picking up Toys

8 Making the Consequence as Convenient as Possible
   Special TV Program Family Wants to Watch

9 Creating A Consequence Where the Child Controls Duration
   Let the Child’s Behavior Control the Time-Frame of a Time Out
   Jane & Linda: Hitting Sibling, Won’t Come Out of Room
10 Making the Consequence as Immediate as Possible
11 Making Sure the Consequence is Self-Contained
   Suzanne & Johnny: Taking Out the Garbage
12 Building in Accountability Instead of Forcing Apologies
   Mom & Randy: Principal Demands Apology
   Time-Out for Screaming
13 Building In Gradated Consequences
   Sharon & Ami: Sneaking in to Watch TV Before Picking Up Her Room
   Time-Out for Screaming
   Whining & Kicking
   Lying
14 Ensuring that You Have the Ability to Follow Through
   Sonja & Tony: Calling His Mom "Stupid"
15 Considering the Range of Effects
   Daniel & Cassandra: Taking Away Her Time for Drawing
16 Making Sure You Are Committed to Following Through
   Mercedes & Marta: Mother Ignoring Constant "What’s?"
   Implementing the Consequence: Tracks 17-22
17 Making a Statement to Create the Context for the Prediction
   Jesse, Sam & Will: Getting Ready for Bed & Story-Time
18 Putting the Consequence into Effect Immediately
   Martha & Adam: Pulling on Grandma to Get Her to Move
19 Maintaining a Very Neutral Attitude
   Martha & Adam: Pulling on Grandma to Get Her to Move
   Tory & Ellen: Taking Money from her Mom’s Purse
20 Keeping the Consequence Firm
   Like the Walls of the Room, Boundaries Keep Children Secure
   Time-Out for Screaming: No Negotiation During Follow-Through
   Sitting in a Chair: Child’s Acceptance of the Consequence
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Avoid Coaxing—Let the Children Experience Their Own Consequences
Ami, Will & Sam: Being Firm With Consequences

Avoid Answering Questions & Arguing
Patrick, Sheldon & Blaine: Interrupting When Grown-Ups Talk

Avoid Reassuring Your Child
Ginny & Melanie: Tantrum & Kicking

21 Make Consequences Consistent
Keeping Trust: Your Child Needs to Know the Stairs Won’t Move
The Danger of Intermittent Reinforcement

22 We Don’t Have to Repeat a Prediction Every Time
Paul & Sejun: Clearing Table Without Being Reminded

23 Summary: Creating & Implementing Consequences
Example: Procrastination Versus Taking Initiative
Laura, Danny, & Mike: Loyalty; Danny & Friends Bully Brother Mike

25 Multiple Family Relationships
When Children Argue or Fight
Sam & Will: Separating Them as a Consequence for Fighting
When One Child Blames Another: Grabbing & Hitting
When Parents Don’t See Eye to Eye
Mom, Dad, & Christine: Strict & Lenient, Child Fuels Conflict

26 Clear Boundaries Can Create Quantum Leaps
Ami & Sam: Sam Sets Boundary for Mom at Bedtime
Jeanie, Dan, & Jason: Spontaneous Change in Entrenched Habits
Unrelated to the Immediate Issue
1 Overview
2 Getting at the Essence of an Issue Quickly
   Molly & Alison: Child’s Interpretation of Parents’ Disagreement
   About Wearing Pants or Dresses to Pre-School

   Potential Problems with Common Responses, Tracks 3-6

3 Responding Too Quickly With Statements
   Correcting the Child
   Reassurance is a Form of Correction
   Lisa & Denise: Denise Says She’s Stupid
   The Child Doesn’t Get to Examine Assumptions
   Molly & Alison: Child’s Interpretation of Parents’ Disagreement
   About Wearing Pants or Dresses to Pre-School

4 Traditional Misuses of Questions:
   Conveying Judgment and Entrapping
   Spitting Food Out; Homework; Folding Laundry
   Pollution in the Ocean: Leading Questions as a Teaching Tool

5 Body Language & Tone of Voice Traditionally Used When Asking Questions
   Definitions of the Word “Question”
   Impact of Traditional Body Language & Tone on Children
   Facial Expressions and Other Body Language
   Sharon and Ami: Ami’s Feedback, Sharon Looking in the Mirror
   Tone of Voice
   Range of Interpretations in Response to Traditional Tone

6 Active Listening Instead of Questions
   Boy Hit By Another Child on the Playground, Tells Teacher
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Curious, Disarming Questions

Powerful, Non-Defensive Questions, Tracks 7-8

7 A Different Body Language and Tone for Non-Defensive Questions
   Description of Facial Expressions and Other Body Language
   Description, Modeling, and Practice for Tone of Voice
   Down-Tone at the End of the Question

8 The Disarming Effect of the Non-Defensive Question
   Creating Openness and Trust
   Monza & Sam: Missing Mommy and Daddy

   Examples of Formats for Asking Questions, Tracks 9-10

9 Sharon & Ami: Ami Witnessing Bullying Incident

10 Can It Work for Kids to Use Non-Defensive Questions with Bullies—or in Any Other Difficult Situation?
   The Problem with Common Advice: Just Walk Away
   Maria & Sabrina: Dealing with a Bully on the School Bus
   Ami & Sam: A Non-Defensive Question—Lunch & Trust

   Formats for Asking Questions, Tracks 11-20

11 The Reporter's Questions:
   Who, What, When, Where, How, & Why

12 Questions about Values, Emotions, Reasoning, & Behavior

13 Value – Believe
   Sharon & Ami: Ami Witnessing Bullying Incident

14 Emotion – Feel
   Callie & Sarah: Getting Ready for Kindergarten
   Tighe & Frankie: Wanting a Different Bike Seat

15 Reasoning – Think
   Sharon & Ami: Ami Witnessing Bullying Incident
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Curious, Disarming Questions

16 Behavior – Do
   Sharon & Ami: Ami Witnessing Bullying Incident
   Callie & Sarah: Getting Ready for Kindergarten

17 Asking About Our Own Assumptions
   Sharon & Ami: Ami Witnessing Bullying Incident
   Callie & Sarah: Getting Ready for Kindergarten

18 Questions About Opposites
   Being "Mean"
   Hitting & Being "Strong"

19 Questions about What a Specific Word or Phrase Means
   Hitting & Being "Strong," Protection, Superiority, or Revenge
   Examples of Words to Ask About
   Seijun & Paul: Clearing the Table
   Don & Mark: Scribbling on His Sister's Pumpkin

20 Questions About Intention and Motive
   Jackson: Play Therapy; Being Withdrawn; Controlling Adults
   Don & Mark: Scribbling on His Sister's Pumpkin

21 Using Questions Instead of Setting Limits
   Ami, Jesse, & Will: Making Transitions

22 Looking for Patterns
   No Behavior Has Meaning Outside the Overall Pattern
   Jackson: Play Therapy; Being Withdrawn; Controlling Adults
   Eric & Brother: Resisting Homework Before Trip to Circus
   Lisa & Denise: Denise Says She's Stupid; Mom's Questions
   Blueprints for Our Experience

23 Putting Non-Defensive Questions Into Practice
   Don & Mark: Scribbling on His Sister's Pumpkin
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24 Making Sure We Don’t Impose Our Experience On Our Children
Sharon & Sam: Talking About Grandma’s Birthday Party
Children’s Level of Awareness
Honest, Equal Conversations

1 Overview
2 The Spirit of the Non-Defensive Statement
   Daniel in Conflict About Crying
   Potential Problems with Common Responses
3 Two Common Misuses of Statements
   Stating Opinion as Fact
   Generalizing My Experience to Everyone
   Making Me Right and You Wrong
   Compliments: Making the Child’s Experience Invisible
   “Mommy’s Little Helper”
   Convincing
   The “Art of Persuasion”
   Convincing Creates Resistance: Try It With Your Own Child

Powerful, Non-Defensive Statements, Tracks 4-10

4 A New Approach to Providing Information:
   I Hear: What the Child is Saying With His Words
   I See: Anything That Contradicts the Words
   Tone & Body Language, Past Experience, Outside Data
   I Conclude: Your Interpretation of What the Contradiction Means
   I Feel, Think, Belive, and/or Do: Your Own Reactions
   Seijun and Paul: Clearing the Table, All Four Steps
   Seijun and Paul: Not Doing His Part, Then Blaming Dad
   Amanda: Tantrum at the Beach Before Going Home

5 Remembering the Four Steps
   If You Can Gossip, You Can Remember the Steps
   Callie & Sarah: Getting Ready for Kindergarten
   Naming the Four Steps Out Loud
   Tell It Like a Story
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A Closer Look at the Steps

6  I Hear
Focus Only on What the Words Mean
Avoid Repeating Verbatim, Use Your Own Words
What the Words Would Mean If You Said Them & They Were True
Whining Child: "I Can Do it Myself"
Child in Bad Mood Says, "I'm Fine"
I See
Link I Hear & I See with "And At the Same Time; Avoid "But"
Seijun and Paul: Clearing the Table
Child's Homework Not Done or Forgets to Take it To School
Whining Child: "I Can Do it Myself"
Child in Bad Mood Says, "I'm Fine"
I Conclude
I Express

7 Problems that Can Occur When We Omit Steps in the Process
Using "I Message" Instead of Direct Feedback & Conclusions
Child Lying About Having Finished Homework

8 The Importance and Impact of Direct Feedback
Jennifer & Alex: Child Becomes Calm & Joins Family Discussion

9 Using All Four Steps Naturally
Peg & Ashley: Ashley Rejecting One Parent

10 Debbie & Marci: Competing for Mom’s Attention

We Don’t Have to Use All Four Steps, Tracks 11-13

11 Active Listening & Feedback Without Our Own Reactions
Carlos & Jaime: Procrastinating About Doing Homework

12 Feedback and Personal Expression, Without Active Listening
Grandpa Craig & Logan: Playing Yahtzee & Bragging
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13 Expressing Just Your Own Reaction
   Ami, Sam & Will: Lunch Money & Appreciation

14 Children Have Feedback for Us, and Wisdom to Share
   Jennifer & Sonja: Argument Over Values About Money
   Monza, Sam, & Will: Monza Gains Wisdom From Grandsons

15 When to Use Which: Conversation or Predictions?
   Darnell, Whitney, & Troy: Fairness Regarding Treats
   Mom Adjusting How She Responds to Tantrums About Homework

16 Ongoing Conversations
   Connie & Trevor: Love, Focused Attention, & Possessiveness
   Sharing Richness
   Spontaneous Growth, Awareness, and Change Through Conversation

Honest, Equal Conversations
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Taking Power out of Struggle Parenting
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